Creatio® and Xero® Essentials
with StarﬁshETL®

Integrating Creatio and Xero aligns the front ofﬁce to the back ofﬁce with speed and scalability. Uniting these
two solutions breaks down data silos and creates opportunities for your teams to uncover new relationships
between their CRM, marketing, and ﬁnancial information.
The Creatio & Xero Essentials package provides everything you need to integrate all your must-have data, and
then some. The pre-built integration is included with your Essentials package so you can connect your crucial
data on day one. The ability to add custom ﬁelds and functions lets you take that integration even further,
personalizing it to your precise business needs.
Maximize team collaboration, analytics capabilities, and customer experiences by streamlining your solutions
with the Creatio & Xero Essentials integration.

BENEFITS
EASIER ACCESSIBILITY
Connecting the data in Creatio to the data in Xero delivers relevant information when you need it most.
IMPROVED CUSTOMER SERVICE
Having accurate data on-hand enables your team to respond quickly instead of waiting for answers.
OPTIMIZED FOR EFFICIENCY
Integration stops duplicate entry, reduces errors, and lets you spend more time growing your business.
BOOSTED ANALYTICS POWER
Remove data silos and separate reports. Make critical decisions based on combined metrics and analytics.

PRICING
CREATIO & XERO ESSENTIALS
StarﬁshETL Professional Edition: $200/month billed annually
Creatio - Xero base integration (Essentials): FREE
Professional implementation services available.

INTEGRATION PATHWAYS
Integrating Creatio and Xero lets sales and accounting share critical information and helps teams better
understand their customers. Connecting the two systems helps you avoid the cost of additional licenses and
automates tasks so teams can be more productive and collaborative.View the chart below for a quick
overview of the information passed between these systems.
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Need to integrate other business systems?
StarﬁshETL offers connections to 75+ systems. Some of the most popular connections include:
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